
The Hewlett-Packard Human Interface Link
Connecting human-input devices to personal computers
and workstations is simplified by the definition of an
interface link that adapts to the devices on the link and
allowsthemto be added or disconnected duilng operation.

by Robert R. Starr

HE HEWLETT-PACKARD Human Interface Link
(HP-HIL) is an intelligent, low-cost interface for con-
necting human-speed input devices (e.g., keyboards,

mice, and digitizing tablets) to personal computers and
workstations. HP-HIL can support up to seven such devices
at one time by daisy-chaining them together through a
single port on the computer. There are no restrictions on
the type and order of the devices connected. Users can
easily expand their system by simply plugging in additional
input devices.

HP-HIL has become the standard input device interface
for HP's personal computers but should not be confused
with other types of interfaces such as the Hewlett-Packard
Interface Bus (HP-IB, IEEE 4BB/IEC 625) and Hewlett-Pack-
ard Interface Loop (HP-IL),1 which have distinct and differ-
ent applications. HP-HIL was designed as an efficient, Iow-
cost method of data collection from human-operated input
devices.

Features of HP-HIL
Many PC users find that they need a variety of input

devices to handle different data input needs. For example,
a mouse is good for many applications, but sometimes the
greater precision of a graphics tablet is necessary. HP-HIL
allows input devices to be intermixed easily and changed
by the user. The HP-HIL protocol identifies and configures
devices connected to the computer. This frees the user from
the need to change switch settings or configuration menus
whenever a device is removed or added to the link. Since
HP-HIL will support up to seven devices through a single
port, the user does not need a separate interface card for
each input device. This can save valuable accessory slots.
The input devices receive their power from the computer,
thereby eliminating power cords, simplifying the input de-
vices, and lowering costs.

Physical Connection
HP-HIL devices are connected to a personal computer or

workstation and to each other in a daisy-chain link. The
first device is connected directly to the computer's HP-HIL
port. The second device connects to the first device. Each
additional device connects to the previous (upstream) de-
vice. Up to seven devices can be chained or linked together
in this way.

Each input device has two female connectors or ports
(except in special cases) while the computer has a single
female connector or port. The input devices are connected
together by removable cables (usually coiled) having a male
plug on each end. Each end of an HP-HIL cable has a dif-
ferently keyed connector to assure correct connection be-
tween the computer and a device or between consecutive
devices. The cables and device connectors are marked with
one dot or two dots for polarity identification. One dot
indicates the upstream connector of a device or the down-
stream end of a cable. Two dots indicate the downstream
connector of a device or the upstream end of a cable. An
example of how devices can be interconnected is shown
in Fig. 1. Some input devices have only one HP-HIL port
because of size limitations. An example is the HP 46060A
Mouse. Devices having a single port must be the last device
on the link.

HP-HlL Architecture
The HP-HIL architecture is an extendable serial interface

consisting of a personal computer or workstation (master)
and from one to seven input devices (slaves). The master
provides power, ground, data-out, and data-in signals to
the devices through a shielded four-conductor cable. The
master contains an integrated circuit, the master link con-
troller (MLC), that provides the hardware interface between
the system processor and the devices connected to the link
as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, each device contains an IC,
the slave link controller (SLC), that provides the hardware
interface between the link and the input device's microcon-
troller as shown in Fig. 3.

In the PC, the MLC functions much the same as a UART
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Fig. 1. Typical HP-HIL device in-
terconnection. Ihe dots indicate
upstream and downstream polar-
ity as shown and are marked on
the device connectors and cable
ends-
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(universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter). The MLC
accepts commands directly from the master's processor
over a bidirectional eight-bit data bus and transmits the
messages (called frames) in serial form onto the link in the
proper format. The MLC also accepts serial data from the
link and places the data in its 16-frame FIFO (first-in, first-
out) buffer for retrieval by the master's processor. The FIFO
buffer queues incoming frames to reduce the number of
interruptions to the host processor. Error checking and
loopback modes for local testing are also supported by the
MLC. The MLC requires an B-MHz clock, which can be
supplied by the master's processor clock or generated lo-
cally by adding a ceramic resonator to the MLC. Two inter-
rupt lines, nonmaskable and maskable, are available from
the MLC. The nonmaskable interrupt can be used for hard
resets to the master's processor generated by keyboards
(e.g., ctrl-shift-reset keys depressed to generate a system hard
reset). The two signal lines, SO and Sl, are protected against
electrostatic discharge (ESD) damage by clamp diodes be-
tween the + 5V supply and ground, and by resistors in
series with the signal l ines.

Each HP-HIL device contains the SLC and a microcon-
troller. The SLC provides the interface between the link
controller and the device's microcontroller. The SLC re-
ceives commands from the device microcontroller. trans-
mits data, retransmits commands. and detects communica-
tion errors. The SLC also provides self-test capabilities use-
ful during power-up. The clock is provided by the SLC
using an external B-MHz ceramic resonator, and is divided
to 4 MHz for the microcontroller's use. Communication
with the device processor is serial and is designed for use
with National Semiconductor's COPs family or similar mi-
crocontrollers. Link protocol is handled by the device mi-
crocontroller, which also handles data collection from the
input device (key array, optical encoders, etc.). Like the
MLC, the signal lines of the SLC (Sl, SO, Rl, and RO) are
protected against ESD damage.

An integral part of HP-HIL is the ability to supply power
to the input devices from the personal computer or work-
station. 12Vdc is supplied to the link from the master's
power supply for use by the input devices. Devices locally
regulate the 12Vdc to SVdc so that any voltage losses in
the cables do not affect the devices. Most input devices
require less than 100 mA.

HP-HIL Input Devices

r HP-HlL Touch Accessory, HP 35723A. A 12-inch user-instal l-
able touchscreen bezel which provides touch interaction with
the host computer. The HP 35723A features a resolut ion of
43x57 points maximum.

r  HP-HlL  Graph ics  Tab le t ,  HP4591 1A.  An 1  1  x1  1- inch  graph ics
tablet with 1200-l ines-per-inch resolut ion.

I HP-HIL Keyboards, HP 46021A and HP 460304. The HP-HtL
keyboards are general ly supplied with the computer for which
they were designed (e.9., HP TouchScreen l l ,  Vectra, and HP
9000 Series 300), These keyboards are avai lable in a wide
variety of languages.

r HP-HlL Mouse, HP 460604. This mouse simoli f ies the task of
posit ioning the cursor on the screen. l t  has 200-counts-per-
inch resolut ion and two buttons.

r HP-HIL Rotary Control Knob, HP 460834. This module pro-
vides two-axis relat ive cursor posit ioning via a rotary knob and
a toggle key. lt has a resolution of 480 counts per revolution.

I HP-HIL Security lD Module, HP 46084A. The lD Module al lows
users to run secured application software. l t  returns an iden-
t i f icat ion number for identi fying the computer user and is used
in application programs to control access to program lunc-
tions, data bases, and networks,

I HP-HlL Control Dial Module, HP 460854. This module has nine
graphics posit ioning dials. l t  is used in graphics display appl i-
cations to provide three-axis rotate, translate, scale, and other
attr ibute functions. Each dial has a resolut ion of 480 counts
oer revolut ion.

r HP-HlL 32-Button Box, HP 460864. This box provides 32 user-
delinable buttons for menu selection and one user-program-
mable LED. l t  is used in CAD/CAE applications.

I HP-HlL Digit izers, HP460874 and HP46088A. Thesedigit izers
are for use in interactive graphics, graphics entry, and menu
selection applications. Two active area sizes (A or B) are of-
fered. They each have a resolut ion of 1000 l ines per inch. An
optional cursor with crosshair is avai lable,

r HP-HlL Quadrature Port,  HP 460944. This product provides
a nine-pin subminiature connector for interfacing quadrature
signals to HP-HlL. Three keyswitches are supported.

r HP-HlL Bar-Code Reader, HP 929164. This module provides
an alternatlve to the keyboard for data entry applications. lt
reads UPC/EAN/JAN, interleaved 2-out-o{-5, Codabar (MHl
and USD-1), 3-of-9, and extended 3-of-9 codes.
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Fig. 2. Hardware interface be-
tween pesonal computer or work-
station (master) processor and
HP-HIL.
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Data and Data Paths
Data moves around the link in packets called frames. A

frame consists of fifteen bits including one start bit, one

stop bit, one data/command bit, three address bits, eight

data bits, and one parity bit fsee Fig. 4). Frames are trans-

mitted around the link at the rate of ten microseconds per

bit, or 150 microseconds per frame. Frames are transmitted

at a maximum of one frame per 154 microseconds, or about

6,500 frames per second. Four microseconds are left be-

tween frames to avoid collisions. When the link is being

used for data collection from input devices, devices are
polled (asked if they have data to report) about sixty times

each second. This is an acceptable data collection rate in

that there is not a perceived delay between user input and

the personal computer's response. A maximum of fifteen

bytes of data can be collected with each poll.

The idle state of the link is a logic one, with the first bit

in a frame (the start bit) at logic zero and the last bit (the

stop bit) at logic one. The parity bit is computed so that

the total number of logic-one bits in the 15-bit frame (in-

cluding start, stop, command, parity, address, and data

bits) is odd.
Frames can represent either data or commands. The com-

mand/data bit indicates whether the eight-bit data field
contains data or the opcode of an HP-HIL command. AII
frames have a 3-bit device address so that commands and
data can be associated with a particular device. Command
frames generally have a universal address which directs a

command to all the devices on the link. When a frame is
received by a device, the device always checks for an ad-
dress match [a universal address or device address match-
ing its own). Frames received that have a matching address
or a universal address are acted upon by the device. Frames
received that do not have a matching address are retrans-
mitted by the device's SLC.

Command frames always originate from the master, with
two exceptions. If a device detects an error (e.g., a frame
received by the device is corrupted), then the device origi-
nates a command frame indicating an error has occurred.
The second exception is when a system hard reset com-

mand frame is generated by a keyboard.
When communicating with devices, the master transmits

a single command frame or data frame(s) plus a command
frame onto the link. HP-HIL protocol allows only a single
command frame to exist on the link at any given time.
However, multiple data frames can exist on the link. There
are five scenarios that can occur when the master transmits
on the link.

In the first case the master transmits a single command
frame onto the link. The master waits until that command
frame passes through all devices and returns before taking
further action. The returning command frame is generally

identical to the command frame originally transmitted by
the master. For some commands, the frame may return to
the master modified to indicate some specific information
about the link.

The second case is a subset of case one. Here. the master
transmits a single command frame onto the link, but the
command frame is not expected to return. The master waits
a predetermined time, and then proceeds with further
transmissions onto the link. The waiting period is called
a "time-out" and occurs when no frames return after a
command is transmitted. If a time-out also occurs when a
frame is expected to return to the master, then the master
interprets the lack of response as an error condition and
takes the appropriate action.

In the third case, a single command is transmitted by
the master, but data frames are returned before the com-
mand frame returns. The number of data frames returned

depends upon the command transmitted, and whether the
device(s) have data to return to the master. Some commands
collect data from a specific device while other commands
collect data from several devices. Up to 15 data frames can
be returned in response to a single command. As always,
the data frames contain the device address so the master

can identify the originator of each data frame.
In the fourth and fifth cases, the master transmits one or

more data frames and a command frame. In the fourth case,
a single data frame is transmitted followed by a command
frame. The data frame contains register address information
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Fig. 3. Hardware interface be-
tween HP-HIL and input device's
micrccontroller.
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for a particular device. The device responds by transmitting
the contents of the addressed register followed by the orig-
inal command frame. The master waits until the data frame
and command frame are received before transmitting addi-
tional commands onto the link. The fifth case is similar to
case four, but here the master transmits several data frames
followed by a command frame. The addressed device re-
turns only the command frame back to the master in case
five.

Consider a system with two devices attached as shown
in Fig. 5. When the master's MLC transmits a frame, it does
it on the serial data-out (SO) line. The frame is received on
the serial data-in (Sl) line of the first device's SLC. The
first device checks for an address match. If no match is
found, the frame is retransmitted on the first device's SO
line. Assume that the transmitted frame is a command with
an address for device one. Device one finds an address
match and then proceeds to act on the command. After the
command is processed, device one retransmits the data
frames (if any) followed by the command on its SO line.
Device two then receives the frames on its Sl line and checks
for an address match. Any data frames originated from
device one would have device one's address, and thus
would have no address match with device two. The com-
mand frame also has device one's address and thus no
address match occurs there either. The frames are then
retransmitted on device two's return data-out (RO) line
rather than on its SO line. This is because device two is
the last device on the link for this example. The last device
is set to return data on RO rather than SO during the config-
uration process that occurs upon link startup. The frames
are received on the return data-in (Rl) line of device one
which then passes the frames directly (buffered only) out
on its RO line back to the master. The master receives the
frames on its Sl line to complete the process. This entire
process takes about B ms or less, depending on the number
of devices connected and the amount of data returned.

HP-HIL Protocol
Automatic polling (data collection from the devices) is

also possible by the MLC and requires processor interven-
tion only when data is received. The master's processor
can also be hard reset by the HP-HIL devices through the
MLC.

Each input device on the link is assigned a unique ad-
dress so that devices can be distinguished from one another.

Frames have three address bits, which allows for eight
unique addresses. Addresses one through seven are used
for devices on the link. Address zero is reserved as a uni-
versal address which is used when a command is to be
acted upon by every device.

HP-HIL has a command set through which all necessary
functions to set up and maintain the link are performed.
The commands can be grouped into five categories: config-
uration, error recovery, data retrieval, identification, and
special functions.

Configuration is the process by which the link is set up
so that the master can coilect data from input devices in
an orderly manner. Since the master does not know what
devices and how many devices are connected to the link
upon power-up, the configuration process must occur be-
fore the link can be used. Configuration typically occurs
when the master is first powered up. The configuration
process is handled by the master's firmware and requires
no user intervention. The goal ofthe configuration process
is to assign a unique address to each device on the link,
and to set the device modes so that data will be looped
back by the last device on the link. (The SLC in a device
can internally loop data back to upstream devices or pass
data on to downstream devices.) In the process, each device
is requested to identify itself (report an ID code) so that
the master will have the necessary parameters for scaling
the device data. Also, the master can determine if any de-
vice supports advanced features.

HP-HIL provides several levels of error recovery. If an
error occurs, the error recovery process will preserve the
maximum amount of data and minimize the master's in-
teraction with the link. Although recovery is performed by
the master's firmware, errors can be detected either by de-
vices or by the master. For example, an error might occur
when a user disconnects a device while it is reporting data.
The disrupted frame(s) would be detected by the master,
causing error recovery to begin. Although a part of error
recovery, disconnecting devices is considered a normal
part of link operation. If data is lost from devices still re-
maining on the link, the data can be recovered. Devices
save the data that was last transmitted so that if an error
occurs, the master can request the data again.

Data retrieval or polling is the process by which the
master gathers information from the input devices con-
nected to the link. Keyswitch transition data, character
data, position data, and a limited amount of status informa-
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Fig.4. HP-HIL frame format.
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Fig.5. Block diagram of system with two input devices at'
tached via the HP-HIL.

tion can be communicated back to the master using the
data retrieval commands. When used with information ob-

tained by the identification commands, input device data

can be completely processed. The master can request data
from a specific device or all devices. A maximum of 15

bytes of data can be returned in response to a single poll

command. Devices determine if there is sufficient room to
add their data to a passing poll command. Since the com-
mand always trails the data, the device inserts its data and

then retransmits the command. Because there is always an
address associated with the data, the master can easily

determine where the data originated.
Identification commands are used to determine the type

of the attached devices and their characteristics. Device

types could be keyboards, relative positioning devices [e.g.,
mice), absolute positioning devices (e.g., digitizers), or

other devices. Characteristics of devices are typically reso-

lutions (counts per centimeter), maximum counts, direc-

tional information, and information on how the device re-
ports data. Devices also carry an internal identification byte

called the device ID byte. This ID byte is assigned to the

device during its development and is placed in the device's
microcontroller code. The ID byte is used to identify the

type of device (keyboard, relative positioning, etc.) and
nationality (native language) in the case of keyboards or
keypads.

HP-HIL can be used in other ways than efficient collec-
tion of data from input devices. Special functions include
commands designed to take advantage of advanced features

supported by some input devices. These features are related
to register reads/writes, keyswitch autorepeat, output, and

system reset. These capabilities are not required for basic

HP-HIL operation, but they are available for devices with

special requirements. For higher-speed data transfers (up

to 6,500 b14es per second), register-oriented commands
from this category would be used.

System and Device Control
Controlling the link through the MLC consists of four

basic activities: configuration, error recovery, polling (data
collection), and adding devices to the link. Upon system
startup fusually part of the power-on routines), the master's
processor performs a self-test on the MLC. Then the config-
uration process begins. The processor issues the appro-
priate commands to identify and configure any devices on
the link. Once the link is configured, polling begins and
is the main activity of the MLC. Occasionally (perhaps once
a second), the processor will have the MLC issue commands
that will detect if a device has been added to the link. If
so, the new device is configured into the link and polling
resumes,

Device control consists of three activities: initialization,
servicing interrupts, and collecting data. Initialization oc-
curs at power-up and causes the SLC to perform a self-test.
The device microcontroller also performs a self-test. When
the self-tests are complete, the microcontroller places the
device's SLC in its appropriate power-up mode, concluding
the initialization process. The microcontroller then spends
the rest of the time checking for interrupts from the SLC
and collecting new data. An interrupt is generated by the
SLC whenever a frame is received. The device's microcon-
troller then begins an interrupt service routine which may
be simple or involved depending on the frame contents.
When not servicing interrupts, the microcontroller looks
for any new data from the device's input mechanisms. This
could be sensing a key depressed, or checking for a trans-
ition on an optical receiver, etc. When data is available,
the microcontroller formats the data so that it will be ready
for transmission to the master.
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